Student Service Learning (SSL) Activity Verification Form

**MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS**
Rockville, Maryland 20850

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (First/Last)</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>MCPS Service Learning Coordinator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Maryland's Largest School District

**MCPS SSL**

SSL activities must be supervised by a designated person (MCVC) who is a part-time SSL coordinator.

SSL activities must be documented on the Student Service Learning Activity Verification Form.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.

SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log. SSL activities must be recorded in the MCPS SSL log.
የ MCPS ቅጽ 560-50

የተማሪ አገልግሎት ትምህርት (SSL) መመሪያ (የቀጠለ)

የሠዓት አሰጣጥ ለአንድ (1) የተማሪ የአገልግሎት ትምህርት (SSL) ሠዓት ለእያንዳንዱ የአገልግሎት ሠዓት በ 24-ሠዓት ጊዜ ከስምንት (8) ሠዓት የማይበልጥ መስጠት።

Logs በፕሮግራም የጊዜ ሠሌዳ መሠረት የተማሪ አገልግሎት log በማድረግ በ MCPS Form 560-51 ላይ የተማሪ አገልግሎት ትምህርት እንቅስቃሴ ማረጋገጫ "Student Service Learning Activity Verification" ይሙሉ።

APPLICATION REVIEW BY SSL COORDINATOR

❑ Organization has certified compliance with MCPS SSL Guidelines as detailed above
❑ Organization has not certified compliance with MCPS Guidelines for SSL
❑ Other (explain)  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature, Coordinator, Student Leadership and Volunteers ____________________________ Date ____/____/_____